Why brain banking should be regarded as a special type of biobanking: ethical, practical, and data-management challenges
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Abstract: Biobanking of the brain and other central nervous system materials, ie, brain banking (BB), provides an important research tool for understanding the causes of neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases. Particularly with aging societies, there is an increasing need for molecular neuropathological research in this field. While there is an extensive debate on biobanking in general, the specific challenges that the procurement, processing, and storage of postmortem human brain tissue, and especially whole brains, raise are hardly ever considered systematically. This paper analyzes the peculiarities that make BB a distinct type of biobanking by combining the perspectives of neuropathology, medical informatics, and medical ethics. While ethical, practical, and data-management issues are often dealt with separately and the focus of such research is on only specific aspects of BB, this paper aims at an integrated analysis of the whole process. Six crucial steps in the BB workflow are analyzed: a) donor recruitment, b) follow-up during the donor’s lifetime, c) postmortem brain donation, d) neuropathological diagnosis, e) research with brain tissue, and f) the provision of brain material to third parties. A comprehensive understanding of the challenges that BB raises is vital for making this practice more effective but also to counteract the current decline in brain-donation rates.
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Introduction

“Biobanking” describes all of the professionalized processes involved in the organized storage and provision of biomaterials that are linked to donors' phenotypic and clinical information.1,2 Biomaterial itself can be classified into liquids, solids, and cells. Ethical,3,4 practical,5 and information technology (IT) issues6–8 arise throughout biobanking. While these debates usually focus on biobanking in general, this paper focuses on the practice of brain banking (BB) as a distinct type of biobanking. BB is the biobanking of central nervous system (CNS) tissue (eg, whole brains, brain biopsies, and spinal cord samples) and associated liquids, eg, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and blood. While CSF and small CNS tissue samples can be obtained from a living patient the procurement of whole brains from diseased and healthy people requires their death.9,10 Postmortem brain donation is indispensable for neuropathological research, but it also raises certain questions that distinguish the procurement, processing, and storage of human brain tissues from the biobanking of other tissue specimens. Whole brains provide the basis for research that aims to explain complex brain disorders like neurodegenerative diseases. Animal models that resemble these kinds of diseases are useful, but they cannot replace human brain material derived from...
patients who have suffered from brain diseases. As the BB of CSF and blood does not differ greatly from the biobanking of other liquids, our analysis will focus on the banking of solid tissues and, particularly, of whole brains.

With the global trend of aging societies, health care costs will rise at an increasing rate in the coming decades. A study by the European Brain Council estimated that 127 million Europeans were affected by brain disorders in 2004 which summed up to a cost of approximately 400 billion Euros for the health systems. In an aging society, neurodegenerative diseases in particular will occur more frequently. Research on brain material is necessary if we are to understand better, treat, and prevent brain disorders in the future. Most present brain collections are disease-specific focusing on, eg, Parkinson’s disease, HIV, or a family of conditions like psychiatric diseases. But there are also brain banks which collect brains of various disease entities as well as healthy brains, though many fewer. Some brain banks are very large, for example, the Netherland’s Brain Bank has collected more than 3,700 brains since 1985, and the New York Brain Bank holds the brains of more than 5,000 donors.

Due to the scarcity of brain donors, the trend is towards networking, eg in 2001, the European Commission launched BrainNet Europe, an international consortium of 19 brain banks throughout Europe. Efficient networking requires the standardization of workflows, diagnostic procedures, and data acquisition so that samples and data are comparable. The distinctiveness of BB in the context of research biobanking is occasionally stressed by pointing out the differences between the donation of brains and other tissues/organs. Although several recommendations for the operating of research brain banks have been issued, no globally accepted standard protocol or regulations for banking brain tissues are in place. With regard to BB’s ethical issues BrainNet Europe has published a Code of Conduct to the partners of the consortium.

While there is an extensive debate on biobanking in general, the specific challenges that the procurement, processing, and storage of postmortem human brain tissue, and especially whole brains, raise are hardly ever considered systematically. This paper analyzes the peculiarities that make BB a distinct type of biobanking by combining the perspectives of medical ethics, neuropathology, and medical informatics. While ethical, practical, and data-management issues are often dealt with separately and the focus of such research is on only specific aspects of BB, this paper aims at an integrated analysis covering the whole process. Six essential steps in the BB workflow are analyzed: a) donor recruitment, b) follow-up during the donor’s lifetime, c) postmortem brain donation, d) neuropathological diagnosis, e) research with brain tissue, and f) the provision of brain material to third parties (Figure 1). An integrated understanding of the challenges BB raises is vital not only for making the practice more effective but also to counteract the current decline in brain donation rates.

### Challenges

#### The recruitment of donors

Today the recruitment of brain donors is increasingly organized via antemortem donation programs (DPs) in which donors (usually patients diagnosed with neurodegenerative or psychiatric diseases but also healthy volunteers) are enrolled with a brain bank before their death. From an ethical perspective, the advantage of antemortem DPs lies in the early interaction they bring about between brain banks (ie, a brain bank’s staff, especially neuropathologists but also researchers) and the public, ie, patients, healthy donors, and patient organizations. From the perspective of research, DPs are useful because they allow for the continuous standardized collection of medical data and samples (eg, CSF, blood, and biopsied tissue) during a donor’s lifetime. Furthermore, they facilitate quick autopsies after which any data obtained during the course of a disease can be compared with postmortem neuropathological results.

When enrolling a donor, it is essential to document their preliminary diagnoses, particularly when contagious diseases are suspected. Similarly, the potential donor’s physician should communicate tentative diagnoses to attending specialists and the relevant surveillance units. For example, a physician’s failure to communicate a tentative diagnosis of Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease (CJD) may lead to instruments
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**Figure 1** The six steps in brain banking.
becoming contaminated with prions when surgery or the autopsy is performed which, in turn, endangers staff and other patients because the standard decontamination procedure does not always inactivate prions. Thus, especially thermolabile instruments, like endoscopes, which are frequently used for percutaneous endoscopic gastrostomy in demented, bed-ridden patients, may need special reprocessing. 

Recruitment also poses IT challenges. A DP must document donors’ medical data, contact information (and that of their next of kin), and the options listed on the consent form that donors have chosen, for example, to allow genetic testing or be informed about incidental findings. And because brain donation can occur a long time after recruitment, a DP must keep this information up to date. A study-participant management system is an IT tool for managing contact and informed consent information. It can keep track of donors’ contact history, current contact details and those of their next of kin, and their informed consents and withdrawals of consent.

Brain material from healthy donors is indispensable as controls for understanding the causes of neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders. Few people realize how urgently brains from healthy donors (which serve as controls) are needed. Therefore, brain banks often reach out to the spouses or relatives of patients, who are more willing to donate their brains for research than those in the average population.

Another challenge for BB is the decline in autopsy rates. Rates are declining because current legal regulations pose obstacles to brain autopsies and physicians today are hesitant to make the next of kin uncomfortable by asking them for permission to perform an autopsy. One might think that this discomfort results, at least partly, from the brain’s special significance (ie, our view of it influences our understanding of ourselves and others). Therefore, brain donation raises ethical questions that do not arise for other sorts of donation. Although this “brain exceptionalism” is challenged by studies that show that many people do not fundamentally distinguish the donation of a brain from that of other organs, other studies reveal sensitivities toward the former. For example, one study showed that the majority of respondents are less troubled by the obtaining of brain tissues than by the extraction of the whole brain. Moreover, since the brain sits in the head, brain donation raises fears of disfigurement. Finally, in the case of psychiatric disorders that are particularly stigmatizing, potential donors may be uncomfortable with the prospect of becoming connected with a brain bank specializing in such diseases, even if they do not suffer from any of them. Consequently, brain samples are more difficult to acquire than other tissue specimens.

BB also raises its own challenges for obtaining informed consent. In 2003, the Isaac’s Report revealed that several thousand brains had been collected in the UK without familial consent. This resulted in a revision of the Human Tissue Act (HTA) requiring the next of kin’s consent for autopsies and the removal of organs and tissues for research. A second challenge concerns the very possibility of consent for a person whose understanding is seriously impaired by psychiatric or neurodegenerative disease (eg, schizophrenia and Alzheimer’s disease). While research ethics recognizes special protections for persons incapable of giving consent, their participation is permitted if the research in question is likely to benefit future patients with the same disease. Consent can then be given by the patient’s legal representative. However, for brain donation with proper planning the legal necessity of getting the representative’s consent can often be avoided. Since in many neurodegenerative diseases cognitive and emotional capacities diminish over time, such patients may be recruited while they are still competent. Moreover, psychiatric patients may be capable of informed consent in the absence of acute depression or psychosis. Thus, in asking for consent, timing is important, as it is for the patients themselves who must be given sufficient time, given their conditions, to decide about brain donation.

For biobanking in general, consent is required to be maximally specific, though in practice this is often unachievable. For this reason, if an envisioned research project is not within the scope of the prior consent and attaining new consent is not possible with reasonable efforts, evaluation by an ethical review board is the default. In the biobanking of other tissues, a renewal of the donor’s consent remains at least theoretically possible, but postmortem BB excludes this option by its very nature. For this reason, and also because new requests may be stressful for the next of kin, it is particularly important in BB to ensure that the donor’s and his next of kin’s initial consents are sufficiently comprehensive and cover the most recent analytical methods, eg, whole genome sequencing and other high throughput measures in order to avoid any later lack of permission for research. Most importantly, the framework of even broad consent requires that an independent ethics committee reviews each research project.

**Following up on donors during their lifetimes**

DPs usually approach patients with the onset of clinical symptoms. Thus, the time from recruitment to donation can be from weeks to months on average for a patient with CJD and up to...
several decades for patients suffering from multiple sclerosis (MS) and healthy donors. Such long time spans create several challenges, especially for IT. For one example, follow-up data on donors who move or change their names must be correctly recorded. Therefore, IT-management systems need robust de-coding algorithms that allow for error correction. For instance, two patients whose surnames are recorded as Schmitt and Schmidt and who have identical first names and dates of birth listed are probably the same person, and an adequate algorithm is able to detect this and alert the person in charge of data entry. For another example, different clinicians, eg, neurologists and psychiatrists from private practices and specialized clinics, may be involved in treatment over several years, and comprehensive documentation of clinical data might therefore be difficult to obtain and the anamneses very heterogeneous. One solution for overcoming heteroanamnesis and ensuring high-quality data collection over a long period of time is to enroll the patient into a DP as early as possible. Finally, for BB to be efficient, data from medical reports of diagnoses and disease progression must be entered into a central database, but even if the data are available, these reports are not usually standardized. Ideally, clinical studies on CNS diseases are linked to DPs and regularly collected medical data are directly transferred to the data base of the DP.

There are five IT issues about long-time archiving. Firstly, standards for diagnostic procedures and criteria within research areas can change over time. The diagnostic criteria for MS, for example, changed twice within the last decade. Thus, a preliminary decision on any metadata standards for describing clinical and imaging data must be made. Secondly, given the long time spans, steps must be taken to ensure that data remain available beyond the lifespan of the present IT system. The third issue involves data formats. If reading or visualizing any data requires a certain software application, their formats are probably proprietary (especially if they are image data), and this could mean that the same version of the software will be needed, decades later, to read the data. For this reason, software needs to be archived. Fourthly, in addition to the technical issues with data availability and accessibility, a model of incentives for physicians to submit their patient data to a central database should be developed. An alternative method is patient-reported outcomes in which patients record the progression of their own diseases. Although these data might not be reliable after a certain stage in a disease’s progression, they can still be valuable additions to physicians’ medical reports. Lastly, IT must deal with changes in data-protection requirements over time. This means that in addition to continuous IT support, new investments in software and hardware about every 5 years are necessary for sufficient data management throughout the follow-up time.

The need for well-characterized materials that are linked to a patient’s medical records puts several strains on patients and their families. For example, due to follow-up examinations, patients, and also healthy donors, become study subjects during their lifetimes. Moreover, the meticulous documentation of each step of deterioration will constantly remind patients and their families of their disease’s irrevocability. Next of kin may also feel distress in the case of heritable diseases. Life-long supervision by a brain DP also raises issues of privacy and confidentiality. The continuous flow of data from the patient’s attending doctor to the surveillance unit or brain bank can be a delicate matter in the case of stigmatizing diseases.

**Postmortem brain donation**

From the research point of view, the postmortem time (PMT) should be as short as possible (ideally less than 24 hours) as this ensures tissue of high quality. In any case, PMT should be documented for the sake of sample comparability. The required short time interval from death to autopsy brings ethical and, occasionally, organizational challenges (if the corpse has to be transported over a long distance to the neuropathology unit). Particularly in the case of unexpected death, BB depends on the next of kin’s readiness to contact the brain bank immediately and provide the necessary documents. As this must be done at a time of intense emotional stress, several brain banks provide detailed instructions and give potential donors brain-bank donor cards.

The bereaved may also experience stress when the deceased was not enrolled in a DP and did not articulate his/her wishes. As autopsies for research purposes require relatives’ consent in most countries, prior contact with them might be useful. Some brain banks contact the next of kin after death via telephone, which can be too much of a burden. There is a trade-off in timing between sensitivity and research requirements: the longer after death the request for brain donation comes, the higher the likelihood of donation but the worse the quality of the tissue. It is important to explain to the next of kin that the autopsy will not enhance the changes taking place after death in the body of the deceased. It is due to those biochemical processes that the corpse of someone once dear is perceived as increasingly foreign as time passes whether or not an autopsy has been performed. When professionals take the family’s concerns seriously and provide adequate counseling (ideally involving both clinical and research teams) the
next of kin’s support for donation can be obtained in the majority of cases.

From an ethical perspective, the donor’s next of kin plays a similar role in the context of brain donation for research as in organ donation for transplantation. While the next of kin’s permission is not legally required when the deceased had already agreed to the donation, in practice, family members are given a right of veto (Table 1). Thus, as BrainNet Europe’s Model Information Leaflet states, “Please note that regardless of the donor’s wishes, the autopsy will not be carried out if the family resolutely refuses it”.

In fact, the next of kin’s position after the donor’s death is especially strong in the context of brain donation. Although in Germany, for example, the next of kin, as the patient’s legal representative, is expected to decide about tissue/organ donation on the basis of the patient’s presumed will, no brain donation will occur if the family resolutely refuses. In the UK, the HTA Code of Practice on Consent does not mention any criteria for the representatives’ choices but allows (in contrast to the general provisions of the HTA) that in order to avoid traumatizing family members the next of kin’s own wishes may overrule the deceased’s. The proper balance between the donor’s decision and its impact on his/her next of kin is currently a subject of discussion. For example, some question whether the family’s wishes should be allowed to overrule the deceased’s given that the donor has the right that his/her wishes be respected and that brain research contributes to the common good of health.

Once the family has agreed, a neuropathology team removes and processes the brain tissue. The assortment, fixation, and storage of the samples depend on the tentative diagnosis and the research aim. The tentative diagnosis also determines whether additional tissue, like the spinal cord (whose removal is more complicated than the brain’s), is taken. Ideally, additional extra-cerebral tissues (from the eyes, plexus and ganglia, and parts of bodily organs) are obtained during autopsy. This, however, might exceed the calculated work time and storage space. Therefore, standards for particular diseases and projects are best defined in advance.

Biomaterial annotation data, which describe all of the steps – excision, processing, and storage – performed on the brain material and include the unique coding of every sample, its exact storage location, and any information on its quality that is available, are then collected. This creates special problems as the coding of samples depends on the way a brain is processed, which may differ from disease to disease.

In this context, especially the misuse of anatomical terms, hinders efficient sample distribution upon request. Another annotation problem is the mapping of small pieces of tissue removed from single brain slices to their locations in those slices and the subsequent comprehensive coding. Thus, BrainNet Europe has standardized the samples to be taken postmortem and their coding for psychiatric diseases. Unfortunately, such standards/standard operating procedures do not exist for all diseases and are urgently needed. Vonsattel et al, for example, mention nine different protocols for the processing of fresh brain tissue. Moreover, accompanying data sets and defined minimal data sets for specific diseases collected by brain banks are extremely difficult to identify in the literature. For sample and data exchange, however, the former are of the uttermost importance, and scientists should be encouraged to publish their data sets.

### The neuropathological diagnosis and its consequences

The recommended first step in diagnosing a brain biopsy from a patient with dementia is to exclude prion diseases (the most common of which is sporadic CJD). The same should apply to autopsy-derived whole brains. During the dissection of a brain, the neuropathological diagnosis has not been made yet, so the neuropathologist must assume maximal infectiveness of brain tissue, CSF, and blood. This also applies to other contagious diseases, eg, tuberculosis, hepatitis, and HIV, in addition to potential prion infection. In contrast to most viral and bacterial contaminants, however, alcohol and formalin do not inactivate prions. Consequently, even paraffin-embedded tissue blocks from a patient with a prion disease can still be infectious. In such a case, tissues need to be decontaminated with formic acid before the embedding process. Whether decontamination is necessary can be determined by an established biochemical workflow, which detects pathological prion protein in native samples with high sensitivity and specificity, while the rest of the brain or biopsy is fixed in formalin. The routine use of formic acid is not advisable as it destroys many epitopes that are important for further diagnostic inquiries. So, to prevent contamination by infectious agents, fresh brain sections about to be frozen should be sealed in plastic bags whose outsides have not come

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Donor’s desire</th>
<th>Next of kin’s desire</th>
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
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<td>No donation</td>
<td>No donation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No donation</td>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>No donation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>No donation</td>
<td>No donation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>Donation</td>
<td>Donation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
into contact with any brain tissue. Freezing brain slices or sections between metal plates is an elegant way to produce flat, frozen slices of good quality, but the tissue must be placed in plastic bags first. Afterward, tissues infected with prions require either decontamination, as described above, or exclusive handling in S3* units.

Neuropathological diagnosis uses histopathology and immunohistochemical staining techniques. If required, electron microscopy or double fluorescence staining techniques can also be used. If infectious agents, like viruses or bacteria, are suspected to have caused neuroinflammation, confirming evidence can be obtained on the genomic level by polymerase chain reaction or in situ hybridization. As a general trend, the diagnosis of brain diseases continually becomes more complex as new methods are developed and conventional ones refined. In order to make BB across national borders within Europe and in worldwide networks, possible/effective, similar or at least comparable standards should govern diagnostic methods. Proficiency testing will benefit the progress and availability of diagnostic methods. The increased work force and use of precious materials has to be balanced against improvements in the diagnostic procedure. The same applies to the question whether diagnostic standards for each case should exceed the actual diagnosis, eg, by quantifying protein aggregates, such as α-synuclein, for specific neuroanatomic areas in cases of dementia with Lewy bodies. Such information, in addition to diagnoses, could improve the selection of patient tissue for future research projects and, thus, prevent the waste of valuable material.

In neurodegenerative diseases, an astonishingly large proportion (15%–35%) of antemortem diagnoses will prove wrong or incomplete upon postmortem brain-tissue analysis. In cases where clinical and neuropathological diagnoses differ, both must be documented. It would be interesting to analyze these cases in order to find out why different diagnoses were initially considered. Regardless of the reasons, however, this fact implies that clinical studies include patients who should not have participated. Brain autopsies would allow researchers to exclude such patients from the evaluation of clinical studies with the benefit of hindsight and therefore make studies more precise in smaller case numbers. This is an argument for enrolling patients with neurodegenerative or psychiatric diseases in DPs via surveillance programs or clinical trials.

Providing relevant information to families is a particularly sensitive ethical issue, as several neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases have a genetic basis and, thus, may affect family members. In general, the disclosure of information about the deceased should be decided case by case. In line with this, brain banks in BrainNet Europe disclose information only on the family’s request. Moreover, the communication of research results is restricted to “very exceptional cases, when information that emerged in the course of research is of obvious clinical importance to surviving relatives”. In such cases, “the acquired confidence with the donor may become irrelevant and the possibility of giving information about new findings should be taken into account”. The early involvement of family members in the decision about brain donation can help prevent cases where a donor does not allow disclosure but his next of kin desires it. Ethical counseling before and after any release of information, particularly genetic information, is indispensable. The data-management system must ensure that relatives have the option to know or not to know about a clinically relevant condition, and it must also be able to administer changes of attitude on this matter over time. This will be particularly important as new associations between genes and diseases are established in the future.

**Requirements for research with brain tissue**

Proper specimen storage is indispensable if donated brain tissue is to be available for years or decades. This requires that, as with all other biobanked material, tissues be preserved in ways that make them suitable for high-quality biochemical analyses and histopathology. Therefore, certain parts of the brain need to be stored at −80°C while others must be fixed (usually in 10% formalin, which equals 4% formaldehyde) for histology techniques. A sensible method is first to freeze the securely bagged sliced brain sections between cooled metal plates and then store them in labeled, stackable packaging. Already at this point the protocols of different brain banks reveal a broad range of variation: while the protocol of the National NeuroAids Tissue Consortium requires the freezing of infectious brains in coronal slices, the Edinburgh Brain Bank freezes a selection of tissue fragments for HIV-infected cases but prefers to freeze larger tissue blocks or cerebral and cerebellar hemispheres for CJD cases. Naturally, large tissue blocks require extensive post-processing. However, Columbia University has developed an elaborate dissection protocol for fresh brain hemispheres that results in up to 150 samples, as either tissue blocks or pulverized aliquots, that can easily be provided upon request without further post-processing.

The parameter that determines the quality of frozen tissue samples is the pH value; it directly correlates with RNA quality, which can be assessed by determining the total RNA
yield per unit and the extent of degradation of ribosomal RNA. RNA quality and pH depend not so much on the PMT as on the agonal state of the patient when he died; this has to be kept in mind when matching control cases for molecular research.

Fixed tissues can be stored in three ways: in containers of fixative, as paraffin-embedded tissue blocks, and as cut tissue sections on glass slides or membranes. The steps in preserving CNS tissue by fixation partially overlap with the processing of the brain and depend on a reliable diagnosis. The outsides of formalin containers must not be contaminated, so brain hemispheres or slices should be put into the containers with great care. An advantage to keeping large portions of a brain in formalin is that specific neuroanatomical areas can be dissected according to the wishes of the requesting researcher. A clear disadvantage of the fixation method is that certain epitopes for immunohistochemical detection are lost (some as early as 20 days after fixation has begun). If formalin-preserved tissue is post-processed for research purposes, it is advisable to verify its present quality with established immunohistochemistry protocols and controls that provide information about the degradation of specific epitopes.

Sufficient space must be available for the long-term storage of specimens, ie, enough for formalin-fixed brains, paraffin blocks, and frozen material. Freezers and liquid nitrogen tanks must be adequately secured against power failure and come with an alarm system and an emergency plan in case of break down. This is a crucial, if obvious, point because accidental freezer thaws can set brain research back many years, as happened with Harvard’s McLean Brain Bank for autism.69,70

The identification of suitable brain tissues for a given line of research is essential for researchers. Besides clinical parameters, researchers should ensure that the envisioned research is covered by the donor’s and the next of kin’s consent, for returning to a family for renewed consent is ethically problematic.18 To enable searching for suitable samples in any disease area, BrainNet Europe published a standard19 that includes research consent status, age, sex, cause of death, salient clinical and drug history, agonal state, postmortem interval, neuropathological diagnosis, and a list of the tissue samples available. However, there are two problems with the standard. First, it is unclear whether this minimal dataset is available for every brain at every brain bank in Europe. The second problem is the lack of a standardized nomenclature allowing for effective searches in a common database. With, for example, the cause of death, the use even of medical synonyms should be avoided. If there is no underlying mapping of terms, the database cannot classify heart attack and cardiac infarction as the same cause. Although this problem is not unique to BB, it can cause special problems here because the donors of whole brains, who could have answered questions regarding medication history or disease progression, are no longer available.

Providing brain material to third parties and financial sustainability

Ethically, it is crucial to get the maximum research benefit from stored brain tissue.20 Beyond the general scarcity of brains, some valuable brain parts are in especially short supply, which raises the challenge of a just allocation among researchers. Intelligent processing of brain material may (depending on the size of the relevant brain regions) solve part, but only part, of the problem. Thus, it is important to develop a policy of equitable tissue distribution in BB based on safety, ethical principles, and scientific excellence.18 A standardized procedure in which the board of a brain bank, supported, if necessary, by an ethical review board, reviews any request for the release of brain material could strengthen public confidence in BB.

The prioritizing of samples lies within the expertise of neuropathologists as do the extensive fresh dissecting before storage and the post-storage processing of neuroanatomical sites that must be dissected from larger tissue sections. Mounting paraffin-embedded tissue sections onto slides or membranes requires additional qualified workers (usually technicians) which raises the cost of BB. Additional costs in BB accrue due to prolonged follow-up periods in some diseases.71 In general, cost is a sensitive issue in this field. Given the wide agreement that, in order to honor donors’ altruism and ensure that the use of brain tissue is restricted to appropriate research, brain banks should not be commercial,20,21,28 they must be sustainably financed. However, as public funding of some networks (eg, BrainNet Europe) has expired,18 it is feared that financial, rather than scientific, interests will increasingly govern access to brain material. At the same time, though, the involvement of private stakeholders may be indispensable to covering the high cost of biobanks and brain banks in particular. Due to the labor-intensive pre-storage processing of brain material, the cost per brain for acquisition, processing, and storage runs between €10,000 in Europe and $15,000 in the US and Asia.22 Although the principle of the non-commercialization of human body parts is widely advocated, adherence to the principle in practice seems to be less strong.72 Rather than immediately banning...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Steps in brain banking</th>
<th>Practical challenges</th>
<th>Ethical challenges</th>
<th>IT challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. Recruitment</td>
<td>Close collaboration between attending physicians, SU, and NU over tentative diagnosis and contamination/infection risks Thorough documentation of tentative diagnosis</td>
<td>Special efforts for the enrollment of controls Consideration of sensitivities that affect readiness for brain donation Ensuring donor's and next of kin's consent is sufficiently broad Appropriate timing for recruitment of incapacitated (eg, psychiatric) patients</td>
<td>Documentation of donor data and metadata for long-term follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Follow-up during lifetime</td>
<td>Sustainable concepts and funding of SU and NU</td>
<td>Distress for donors and family members from regular follow-up examinations Privacy and confidentiality, particularly with stigmatizing diseases</td>
<td>Long-term management of identifying data with error correction Standardizing structured clinical data, especially with heteroanamnesis Incentives for physicians to submit data to research databases Long-term archiving and accessibility of data beyond life span of software Changing diagnostic criteria and data and protection requirements Unique identification of samples: documentation of sample origin within brain is complex, especially as no standards exist Coding of specimens depends on disease: development of standardized coding rules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Death and brain donation</td>
<td>Shortest possible postmortem times Availability of qualified neuropathology team Disease-specific sampling standards depending on tentative diagnosis Handling brain tissues on the assumption of maximal infectiousness (prion disease, HIV, hepatitis, tuberculosis)</td>
<td>Disclosure of sensitive disease information to family members requires ethical counseling Thorough differentiation between general research results and individually relevant clinical information Reconciliation of donor's and family members' interests in disclosure requires early involvement of the latter</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Diagnostics</td>
<td>Exclusion of prion disease, especially with suspected neurodegenerative disease, during fixation process; in case of prion disease, decontamination or exclusive handling in S3 unit Comparable diagnostic standards and further refinement of methods across brain-bank networks Documentation of postmortem diagnosis and comparison with antemortem diagnosis; consequences when diagnoses were wrong or incomplete, eg, new filing, removal of clinical data from disease-related studies</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Research</td>
<td>Tissue preservation which is adequate for any analyses and makes different neuroanatomical areas available upon request Quality control of preserved material, ie, pH and RNA degradation for frozen samples and significant staining protocols for fixed tissue to provide information on epitope degradation Sufficient space and technically flawless storage of brain tissues</td>
<td>Donors’ and next of kin’s consent to research</td>
<td>Standardized nomenclature for datasets of each brain is necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Provision of brain material and sustainability</td>
<td>Sufficient human resources for postmortem processing and provision of material: sustainable financing of brain banks Remuneration of costs for autopsies and brain processing</td>
<td>Achieving maximal research output with scarce brain tissue: prioritization of requests based on safety, ethical principles, and scientific excellence Balancing of donors' altruistic contribution to research and commercial involvement in brain banking</td>
<td>Brain complexity prevents automatic storage including automated data generation and import Provide an overview of whole brains, brain slices, and smaller samples Should requested samples be mapped to antemortem or postmortem criteria for comparison</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** NU, neuropathology unit; SU, surveillance unit; IT, information technology.
commercial interests, what is needed is a critical discussion over whether the involvement of private stakeholders will lead to financial dependencies that could hamper research in the public interest.\textsuperscript{28} Charitable trusts are currently seen as a promising way to avoid this.\textsuperscript{21}

The financial sustainability of BB includes adequate remuneration of the costs involved in obtaining, processing, and storing tissues properly.\textsuperscript{21} These costs are often not taken into account in calculating user fees. An appropriate reimbursement scheme might either directly finance a neuropathologist at a brain bank or reimburse the neuropathology department in charge of sample processing. The latter would require appropriate budgeting when applying for research grants for projects involving CNS samples. The calculation of costs may need to take access, processing, and administration fees into account. Particularly when fees are charged for the processing of brain tissues, a detailed, digital documentation of the work to be conducted will facilitate cost calculations. The high cost of BB again highlights the importance of brain-bank networks that serve a broader research community.

BB differs from most other kinds of biobanking because of the necessary post-storage processing of brain tissue. The alternative of extensive pre-storage processing is similarly elaborate.\textsuperscript{63} Because the complexity and size of the brain makes it currently impossible to store samples in storage robots or process them automatically, post-storage processing also involves several challenges for IT. Though one can easily query data from single liquid and small tissue samples in any database, searching for brain samples is more difficult as a specialized neuroanatomical structure or pathologically altered area (eg, an MS lesion) can stretch across more than one brain slice. Moreover, there is a trade-off for pathologically altered brain material, between the need for specific data on the material and its further availability for research. Information on whether a whole brain or brain slices contain the desired area will be in a database only if the brain section containing the area has already been processed. However, if a brain section has been processed, then the desired neuroanatomical or pathologically changed area may no longer be available, or at least not completely, to other researchers. Therefore, current best practice is to provide an overview of the samples and types of preservation, eg, left hemisphere in formalin, right hemisphere cryo-preserved. For neuroanatomical structures, it might be an option to indicate whether they are still intact or have already been processed. In the latter case, a neuropathologist would have to determine whether a request could be fulfilled or not. Further available clinical and neuropathological data should also be included in the database.

Another important issue in BB is whether requested specimens should be mapped to antemortem or postmortem criteria for comparison between cases.\textsuperscript{22} The challenge for the IT system is to filter for both approaches in searching for suitable samples in a brain bank.

Imaging is one solution to the limited availability of brain tissue, and it has already been established in the clinical setting at some institutions. The two imaging options are virtual microscopy/digital pathology and brain atlases. The former involves scanning slides of the available brain regions with high-resolution microscopes.\textsuperscript{73} The images can then be provided upon request. The procedure greatly increases the work of each autopsy, but it can help neuropathologists make their requests for tissues appropriately specific, and it allows a direct comparison of immunohistochemical stainings from the providing and the receiving facilities. However, it cannot satisfy researchers’ demands for special tissues, especially not for biochemical analyses. As for brain atlases, different ones, with different methods\textsuperscript{74,75} and disease foci, exist in digital formats,\textsuperscript{76} but their use in new research is limited.

As regards data protection and rules for clinical data access, there is no fundamental difference between BB and biobanking in general. However, given that the former can involve stigmatizing diseases and that data-protection laws are often limited to living persons, postmortem BB might require additional safeguards. For example, it is important to keep identifying patient data confidential even after a person’s death. In addition, in accord with the principle of data minimization, researchers, including third parties, ought to receive only de-identified data when they are indispensable for research. Material (and data) transfer agreements usually set out detailed provisions for the release of samples and data to third parties that cover, eg, intellectual property rights, the scope of informed consent, and the return of data and materials.

Summary

In summation, BB differs from biobanking of other tissues in several ways. The ethical, practical, and IT challenges for the six steps of BB are summarized in Table 2.

Conclusion

Based on this paper’s analysis of the distinctive features of BB in contrast to biobanking in general, there are at least four issues that require further discussion. Firstly, BB is a long-term practice. Depending on the illness, brain donation can take decades from the recruitment of the donor. Therefore, diagnosis, collection of clinical data, follow-ups, and informed consent must take the long term into account. Interdisciplinary collaboration among neuropathologists, clinicians, ethicists,
and IT specialists is indispensable, particularly at the recruitment stage, to making brain-bank research a successful endeavor. Secondly, as the obtaining, processing, and archiving of brain material is relatively labor-intensive, the sustainable funding and cost coverage for brain banks are crucial, and sensitive, issues. If public funding will not be sufficient to cover the long-term costs of BB, then future brain banks must find models for the adequate remuneration of their costs while simultaneously maintaining the notion that donation is altruistic. Thirdly, as with biobanks for rare diseases, there is a scarcity of well-characterized brain materials in general and tissues from certain regions in particular. Thus, the establishment of brain-bank networks with fair and effective allocation mechanisms is of the utmost importance. Finally, since the acquisition of whole brain material depends on the death of donors, there must be special requisites for their recruitment. In this regard, the role of the next of kin deserves further reflection. Strengthening that research into neurodegenerative and psychiatric diseases is an important public good, some researchers not only question the family’s right to overrule the donor’s consent after his/her death but also call for a “a presumption in favor of donation” when the donor’s wishes are unknown. This position, however, presumes that people trust research and the donation system. But, as this trust cannot be taken for granted, communication that strengthens the public understanding of brain donation may be more appropriate than legally discounting the family’s concerns.
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